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if P is any square unimodular matrax of order n. it is proven that the n .- f coqwund of ,fJ, 
pw U, is unimodular. If P is rectangular of order n x +I. unimodular matrices c~f t)rder k + I lln 
PC” are chatact&ted. A sign rule for P”‘, n 5 I:I, Is estabiished. fat certain pairs of rows in P”“. 
ahe product of the elements in each column is a;lways either - i,CI or always - 1,O. 
1. Introduction 
Some of the common connection mltr’ :c’es of a graph (vertex incidenl:e, cut-set, 
f-circuit, etc.) are known [S, pp. 105~NV?] to be unimodut :r Inztrices that is ail thtir 
elements and subdeterminants are + 1, - 1 or 0. The compounei matrix of :i 
unimodular matrix has been used TV establish a fundamental property of a class of 
electric network matrices [I] and is the basis of a method for the genesat c\n of tret!s 
of a graph [3]. These npplications are based on the property that the co~npound 
matrix crf a unimodulbr matrix contains elements which are a!l + 1 - i or 0. 
In this paper some new properties of the compound matrix of a L,nimcsdular 
mat+ are estabiished. If P is any square unimodular matrix of order fit!, i_t proven 
that the n - 1 compound of Pg f(“-‘I, is unimodular. For P rectangular of order 
n x m, a characterization is given of unimodular matrices of order !C ‘t 1 in Ptk’ 
where 2 G k s min(n, pn) - 1. In sddition, a property is established for PC” which is 
similar t5 a sign rule for unimodular matrices [2]. In particular, for cert4n pairs of 
rows in PCk!* the product af the elements in each column is always either + % or 0 or 
always -4 or 0. 
2. Notation 
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or&r k as its elemeirts. All minon f srmcd from the same group of k rows 
(columns) af P are plmed in the same row (column) of P@) and arranged in 
lexicographic order. 7% rows and columnsare arranged to that p” = P. The le 
adjajgate co,mpc~~& bdjtk)P, of an n order square matrix P is formed by replacing 
every eHem+znt of P (kJ by the algebraic complement of that minor in det P and 
transgosing the resulting matfix. Any set of s rows @olumns) of Pckj, CF, a2,. . . , us 
w19 629 . . . , ,f$) which consists of the set of all combinations of some t rows 
(columns) of P taken k at a time, s = G), is a proper set of NWS (c(rzlrrmns) of P? A 
priaper mufffix of P(‘) is any square matrix f!&,,J of order s = 4:) such that 
a1, at, . . . , a, is a proper set of rows of P(‘) and p,, p2,. . . F & is a proper set of 
columns of P w Suppose aI and a2 are any two rows of a proper set of rows of P? . 
The matrix P is simple if whenever Mma, l kf,,2e, # 0 for i = p, q e&her &, artd P, are 
both members of some proper set 0: columns of P or there is a sequewce 
s,J = 1,2, . . . . W, of proper sets of columns of P witim & in sl and & in s,, such that 
M a*## *A&,#0 for & common 00 Sj ar-d $+I, i= l,Z,...,w -2, 
3. Unimodulaw compound matrices 
In the following we establish that the n - 1 compound of any n order square 
unimodular matrix is unimodular. 
Theorem 3.1. Suppose P is of order n. 1’ all n - k order minors ire P are equal ICB 
+I, - 1 or 0, for k fixed, 1 6 k s a - 1, and det P = + 1, a- 2 or 0, then all n - k 
order minors 51 adi!“’ ‘)Pand all k order minors in P(‘-‘) are qua1 JO f I, - I or 0. 
Proof. Let PI be formed from P by reversing the order of the ITWS and columns of 
P Since all n - k order minors in P are equal to + I, - ‘2 or 0, the same is true for 
all n - k Iorder minors in Pt. If D, = ftr,,] and Dzl = id,,,] are n order diagonal 
matrices where & = dzii = + l ( -_ 2) fctr i even (odd), then adj’“‘I)P = Dt P:D2 
where the prime indicates transpose. Esch minor in adj’“-‘IF is equal rt: 1 times the 
correspnding minor in 9:. Therefore ail the n - k order minors in a;ij(“-“P are 
+1, - 1 or 0. 
Any minor of order & in P(“-‘) is eqqdal to the complemen::ary signed minor in 
adj’“-” P multiplied by an integer power of det P E4, p. MO]. The order of a 
8:omplementary signed minor is n - k. Therefore since det P := -t 2, - 1 or 0, all k 
i>rder minors in P’+*) equal + 1, - 3 or 0. 
E. Since P is unimodular, all minors of order r, r = 1,2,. . . p n in P are vsquat 
+ 1, - 1 or 0. Therefore by Theorem 3.1 ali ninoas of order 
and in PC”-‘) are + B. - 1 or 0. 
The relatron between a rectangular unimodular matrix P) and unimodular 
matrices in anv compound sf P is given in the fchwhg theorem. 
Pro&. Suppose IMQA.) is any prosper submatrix of r>rdjer k + 1 of P’. Then there 
exists k + 1 rows, . . . ir,-, k’ 1 columns 
k + 1 row labels :a‘cerr k at a time and 
81% p:, - * ’ 2 /Sk 4 ! is all combinations of the k + 1 column labels t<iken k at a time. Let 
p, be the square matrix of order k + 1 consisting of th 3 efements ii; rows 
* * 
11, 02, . . . , it+., and columns j,, jr, . . . , jk + l of P. It follows that 1.‘:‘) = fMaypD] and by 
Theorem 3,2, Pt’l is unimodular. This completes the proof of 11). Since any 
submatrix of a unimodular 





P=2 1 1 
3 0 1 
matrix is unimodular, (29 of the conclusion folfows. 
is unimodular and any proper matrix of order 3 of t ‘(‘) is &o unimodular. Mkjwever 




Pr = a2 -1 0 3 [l 0 -1 1 
where at = {1,2}, cys = (1,3), CC, = {2,33, p, = {1,6), & = {2,4}, & = ($5) and 
det Py’ = 2, The matrix P:“’ is riot a proper maWi>:. 
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In the following theorem a property similar to the foregoing “unimodular matrix 
cigr! Wz!a’* 5- C * - - is given for compound matrices. 
Tbmfirn 4.1. Suppose P is any simple unimcrdllrlat matrix oforder n X m, n e m a lzd 
pcrl = [M,AJ, 2 S k S n - 1. Jf .MPYIBUD l b4~ly4yo = + 1 (- ?) whve ty”., (Y, are any 
twa rows-of any pqer set of k ” 1 tows of F”:“’ and u = tlo is lzny columr? of P(‘), then 
A4 
Proof, Suppose MOY,hu* Ma+, # 0 for at least two differenr columns Q, = p and + 
Otherwise the conclusion follows since Ma,,B,o l M, 8,,. = 0 for all except perhaps 
some one column. Let the column of pn) & = (iI, j2, .‘. . , jk) where jl, jz? . . . , jk are k 
columns of P. Form the proper matrix P f”) of PCk) from any proper set of k + 1 rows 
of .P “’ ‘containing ar,, and ar, and the columns of Ptk) corresponding to each 
combination of k + 1 columns of P, it, j2,. . . , jk9j, tairen k at a time where r is fixed 
and k c I s n. Note that & is one of these combinations. If p4 is also a column of 
Pf’“, then the theorem conclusion follower from the unimodular matrix sign rule. 
This is true since P!lt’ is the k compound1 of a square submatrix of order k + 1 of P 
and by Theorem 3.2 is unimodutar. Therefore suppose & is not a column of PfL). 
Since P is simple, there is a sequence si, j = 1, 2, . I . , w of overlapping proper sets 
such that #$ is in sI, p4 is in x, and IFCW Fi comtion to si and siA1, M,,,ai* A4,,1, # 0. 
Let Py’ be the proper matrix formed from the set of rows in P’,“) and the set of 
columns s,, j = I, 2,. . . ,, IV. Each Pr) is t:tre k compound of a square submatrix of 
order k + 1 of P and by “I%eorem 3.2 is urimodular. The theorem conclusion follows 
fog the entries in each Pi” by the unimci~dular matrix sign rule. Since Pi”) and Pik,', 
ave at least one common column pi such that Ma+ l Meu2~ # 0, the theorem 
conclusion follows for the matrix cansisting of the rows of Pi” and the columns of 
P:” and Pjt\, j = l,2,. . . , OY - 1. Thus the conclusion follows for the rows oi Pi’” 
and all the columns of P (‘I This completes the proof since & is in P:“’ and & is in . 
p’k ) w - 
Suppose P is unimodular, simple and of order 4t x m where n 3 m. Then the 
conclusion of Theorem 4.1 applies to the k compound oiF p’ where tht: prim&: 
indicates transpose and 2 g k s m - I. That is, the sign rule I; If Theorem 4.1 applies 
to co!~mns of the k compound of P. 
Second tirder minors of Pcrj are considered in the following, 
Theorrern 4*2. Suppose P is any simple unimodular matrix of order n x m, n 8~ rrt and 
M2 is a second obvdebr matrix of Pgk’, 2 ;T k 6 n - 1, formed from any two ru us of my 
proper set of k + 1 W-S uf Pfki, and any two c&mns. Tken det Mz = + 2, l a- 1 w ‘c)* 
+ If one or more elements of M2 is zero, the conclusion follows, Suppm p,ll’ 
ents of M are not zero. By ThecI\rem 4.1, t$e elements in both eotum~-~s of M~ 
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must have the same sign or opposite sign. Therefore c’pzt M, = 0 which completes 
the proof. 
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